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Abstract 
Technological design is one of basic activities in process of preparation of innovation, modernization or 
reconstruction of production. Technological project represents the first model of structure of the future production, 
which enables to simulate realization of the future production process including its economic implications. 
Technological design represents a system of activities related to analyses, planning, design and visualization of new 
realized, enlarged, reconstructed and modernized production plants or their parts. 
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Introduction 
Small business is an inseparable attribute of business environment of developed economics. A considerable 
advantage of small business is flexibility, lower capital costs, innovation flexibility and spreading to a growing 
variety of market segments. 
For current strategies of development of mechanical production is determinative a careful consideration of customer 
demands. Contemporary customer is challenging and brings continually new demands.  Besides of price, high 
emphasis is on valuable properties, quality and aesthetics design of products. Modernization of a company should 
include all areas – technology, executive, products, production processes etc. There can be various goals – 
decreasing of costs, shortening of product development phase, quality upgrade, growing of customer satisfaction etc. 
Behind all of these is the effort to improve efficiency of the company.  An advancing company, besides of effective 
utilization of its own possibilities, sources, human resources with maximal engagement of advanced information and 
communication aids, exploits also worthful consulting services of professional companies or schools, where is level 
of human potential continually maintained and developed by permanent education and training. Only a company, 
which is able to react very flexible to market demands or even which brings new trends can be successful. 
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1. Innovation and small business. 
 
         Innovation involves an implementation of a new or high level updated product (commodity or service), 
process, new marketing strategy or a new management method in a market practice, in settlement of workplace or in 
external relations. Innovative activities involve all science, technical, management, financial and market steps 
leading to implementation of innovations. 
 
Forms of innovation in according to “OECD - Oslo Manual”: 
x Innovations of product, 
x Innovations of process, 
x Innovations of marketing, 
x Innovation of management. 
 
Competitive environment of present time demands accepting of individual orders of specialized products from 
standardized and unified components, that means a successful small company must aspire to supply to individual 
customers instead of mass – production. 
       The pressure force small companies instead of development of new products to a partial, often trivial 
innovations of products already produced and corresponding partial innovation of production devices. Reason is 
inability to cope with time factor. Consequence is a small assortment width of innovations (product innovations, 
technological innovations etc.) and low level of innovative changes in production. 
 
        It is necessary to accent that both, speed and number of innovative changes in production in conditions of small 
companies depend at least on: 
 
x Amount of financial resources invested into development changes in production. 
x Competitiveness, keen of competitors. 
x A level of know-how of authors of development strategies, level of involvement of operators in 
development of production, wantage of individuals. 
x Absence or small proportion of foreign capital, licenses and prestigious companies on production 
improvements. 
x Weak and inefficient international cooperation of inventive individuals. 
x Complexity of marketing analyzes.  
 
 
Europe Union study divides small and middle businesses according to their innovative potential into four 
categories: 
 
1. Innovators of technology – mainly new companies based on high level technologies. Specific feature here 
is a high risk level, “Success or end” (1 ~ 3% market share). 
2. Technologically oriented small companies – enterprising in technologically challenging areas. Theirs 
strong orientation to customers demands leads to gathering of adequate market share (10 ~ 15%) 
3. Potential innovative small companies (40% market share) – in term of pro-innovative strategy it is the 
most important group of companies, where support may bring the highest effect. 
4. Non-innovative companies – run a business by a standard way with attention to low cost and 
rationalization of production (40 ~ 45% market share).  
 
Their specific characteristics are: 
x using of standard (normalized) production processes, 
x very low or no level of cooperation with innovative organizations, 
x no own development capabilities, 
x no innovative products. 
x  
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2. Innovative Development of small engineering production. 
 
        Main interest of each company is assurance of growing and development so, that they provide theirs products 
satisfying customers in right time and at the right place. 
        Current demands to continual production improvements lead to a growing demands to production technologies 
and production devices. Company control and management should focus their attention to products, which fully 
exploit abilities and advantages of production devices and technologies. 
        Innovation activity depends on support of inventive activity and initiative and theirs navigation to gain more 
goals like economical efficiency of innovations leading to improvement of economical results, to innovation of 
production technologies and devices, to assessment to higher goals together with more efficient stimulation of 
inventive activity including quantitative and qualitative innovations.  
 
Factors to respect according to standards of Europe Union: 
x system aspects of improvement of  customers oriented business, 
x specifics of customers oriented business, 
x knowledge base, 
x trends of business, 
x opportunity to innovations, 
x modernization strategy, creation and improvements of production base. 
 
Strategies how to increase shares on the market in EU: 
9 to be competitive in high-tech products, 
9 evolution of mobile production, 
9 products of the third category, which are high level standardized and do not request  high portion of 
investigators on the total amount of staff, 
9 involvement and commitment of others employees on development and improvement of the company. 
 
         Special features of small business are number of employees, form of property, law form and last but not least 
the way of their activities where a high level of market readiness and flexibility are dominating. 
        Companies trying to provide innovative and competitive products have to cope with problems in the whole 
chain of their production and enterprising activities, specific by a low efficiency and challenging requirements to 
production management. Considerable improvement of quality level of innovative products and labor productivity 
together with decreasing of demands to materials and energy sources leads to a strong requirements to a total level 
of production and utilized production technology. 
Replacement of obsolete devices in small business is a complex and challenging transaction, mainly regarding 
financial resources. Often important role play also psychological factors. 
        Experiences show, that process of making decision of base questions regarding innovations of production 
process particularly in conditions of small business is discrete, often individual, with insufficient complexity of 
knowledge about the problem. Based on this almost 35% of innovations do not finish by introduction of the new 
product in market, or, which is even worse, the new product does not admit successfully. Causes reside in 
inaccurate decisions often already in early phases of innovative process. 
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3. External possibilities of improvements of small companies 
 
        Current market affected by general symptoms of crisis, saturated by low cost products coming from Asiatic 
countries demands to focus attention to customer oriented, docile innovations of products. 
        It means to identify and react smartly to new challenges, possibilities and opportunities and to impact of strong 
global “players”. To ensure a competitive advantage it is necessary to be a creator of fast enterprising rate, but only 
a follower of competitors’ steps. This is the reason why a permanent innovative activity of small companies is 
subsistence inevitability. 
It is recommended to use: 
9 supporting programs for improvements of small business on level of Slovakia or EU 
9 regional programs for support of enterprising, 
9 consulting and advisory possibilities of technological parks and innovative centers, 
9 creative potential of schools and universities. 
 
To these external sources except state-owned and private institutions, universities and other research institutions 
belong innovative centers, scientific parks, consulting and advisory organizations, leasing companies, know-how 
companies, market and industrial associations, business incubation centers etc.  
These institutions represent a bridge between innovators and market, which should help to start and spread 
businesses with innovations in the market. The goal is to help by maturing of new productions and technologies till 
their outputs will be able to be commercialized in the market. 
Considerable improvement of information and communication technologies brought a new specific form of 
cooperation – virtual enterprising, named also virtual organization. 
 
Summary 
        Mission of nowadays is mission of encompassment of innovations. Innovations of products, control processes, 
technologies and last but not least also innovations of thinking, reasoning and approach to solving of problems. 
Everyone, who wants stand proof of strong competition, must handle such tasks. Who truly wants to start the way, 
must solve many questions like “Where to start?”, “How to do it?”, “What are risks?”, “How to assure financial 
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resources?” etc. Present days, in a period of permanent changes, excepting time important factor are also costs spent 
to implementation of innovative changes. Some market sensitive innovative companies must invest about 60% of 
their transaction costs to permanent changing processes. In big companies is the portion smaller although it is a huge 
item in its absolute value. Main goal resists besides of rising of production efficiency in utilization of progressive 
processing technologies, application of new construct and tools materials, utilization of powerful machines and 
devices, rationalization and implementation of computer techniques and implementation of information technologies 
in all activities of the company. 
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